Rising from the ashes

The crises are coming thick and fast for the Maoists in government. The peace process is stuck over modalities of army integration, internal ideological rifts have deadlocked its party conference and an alliance of other parties is on the attack over the YCL excesses.

The national conference of Maoist cadre to have been held on Thursday was postponed by a day because of a prolonged debate over whether the party should adopt a totalitarian ‘people’s republic’ or a ‘democratic republic’.

Party chairman Pushpa Kamal Dahal’s ability to compromise has been tested to the limits and he has proposed a middle path: a ‘transitional republic’. Until presstime on Thursday it looked like the ‘people’s republic’ wallahs had the numbers. A vote by the cadre could still be overruled in the central committee, but it would put moral pressure on the moderates.

During a consultation with Maoist provincial councils, 12 of the 13 councils are said to have supported the hardliners’ vision for a ‘people’s republic’.

“Don’t worry, the party is not about to split,” said a visibly tired Minister of Peace and Reconstruction, Janardan Sharma, on Wednesday evening.

However, the Maoists have been put on the defensive because of the discovery this week of the bodies of two young men, believed to have been executed by the YCL in Dhading last month. The capital was brought to a standstill in protest on Thursday by an alliance of UML and NC calling itself the Citizens’ Struggle Committee. However, the protesters also used threats to enforce their strike.

GOONDADOM: Nearly 2,000 subscriber copies of Himal Khabarpatrika’s latest issue, featuring this expose of the excesses by militant youth wings of various political parties, were destroyed when masked attackers set fire to them at a distribution point in Malighar on Sunday night.
REBELS WITHOUT A CAUSE

We tend to ignore alarmist forecasts because we think something will always come up to avert a future crisis. Here in Nepal, we have a head-in-the-sand attitude over the political deadlock because, as in the past two years, something always happens at the last moment to pull us back from the edge. But statistics contained in the Stato, the World Population Report 2006 released last week by UNFPA in Kathmandu should make politicians all sit up and take notice.

Nepalís current population of 28 million will reach 52 million by 2050. The population pyramid shows a growing rythym but with half the people below 30. Rising female literacy and improved child survival rates widening the demographic gap and keeping population growth at an average two per cent, with the fertility rate at a still high 3.24.

It is when you combine these statistics with projections for food production, economic growth and job-creation that it gets even more frightening. Nepalís food productivity is the lowest in South Asia and is failing due to deficent inputs, fragmentation of land holdings and out-migration of males.

The war set development back by decades, investors fled and havenít come back. There hasnít been any new employment generated and an estimated one million young Nepalis are jobless. In the next ten years, 500,000 new people will be entering the job market every year. Not all will make it to the Gulf.

We can only blame ourselves politically and economically. It is hard to find a more convincing case for working together politically to chart an emergency measures for decentralised job creation, boosting food production and ensuring investment and economic growth.

Instead, we just hear more speeches and lip service. Itís not that the political parties donít see the writing on the wall, but their response has been to control the youth by setting up militant groups like the YCL and YF to keep young militants in control of the cadres under control and use them to arm-wrestle with the opposition.

This has unleashed anarchy across the country. In the past three months there have been 30 armed clashes between the YCL and YF and other ethnic-based militias. Factories, bus companies, hotels, schools, hospitals, cable car operators, casinos have all fallen victim. On Sunday night, arsonists attacked our sister publication, Himal, Kathmandu, and disrupted the distribution of an issue that carried an exposé of young militant groups.

Nepalis rulers need the political will to understand the demographic transition we are undergoing, and the need to act now to avert it and be prepared for its socio-political consequences.


downtown, email

IMAGINE

I am baffled by the Maoist policies in Nepal. But I am even more surprised at the lack of any opposition to them (stato, #425). Where have all the Nepalis who rose up against oppression in April 2006 gone? How can the Maoists talk about handing out property, whereas Minister for Culture and State Reconstruction Gopal Koirala says land seized during the conflict will not be returned. Thousands of people have become internally displaced because of the Maoists, and the whole world is aware of it. There was a time when the palace was blamed for everything. The king is gone. Who is to blame for the mess we are in today?

Heimdal Hallinskoi, email

DOWNSIZING DEVELOPMENT

At development conferences and meetings, (stato) made a number of interesting points regarding how the global financial crisis is affecting development and humanitarian community. We would like to clarify that World Vision International (WVI) and World Vision US, although part of the international World Vision Partnership, are separate entities. WVI sources its funding from a number of countries, and at present does not receive any of its funding from World Vision US. WVI has no plans to downsize our development work in Nepal, which will continue with child focussed programs in 10 districts.

Callum Newman
Acting National Director
World Vision International Nepal

CONSTITUTION 2010

Thank you for presenting Krishna Khanalís A-to-Z of federalism in your Constitution Supplement (stato, #424). A friendly reminder that Belgium is a federal kingdom, not a federal republic. There are other ethnic-majority

Febrardar, email

LETTERS

“Integration is the backbone of the peace process”

Minister for Peace and Reconstruction, Janardan Sharma, speaks to Nepali Times about his overtures to Madhesi militaries, army integration and the peace process. Translated excerpts:

Nepalí Times: What was the outcome of your meetings with Madhesi militaries this week? Janardan Sharma: We held informal face-to-face talks with all major groups except Gorkhali. We tried to keep them trying to reach him, and hopefully we will get through. We talked with Jwala Singh over the phone and met one of his emissaries. We reassured them that the government is serious about addressing Madhesi grievances, and the groups I met were positive, they are committed to the constitution-drafting process and Nepalís territorial integrity.

What were their main demands? At present, they wanted amnesty for political prisoners and their security before negotiations. I believe these are reasonable demands. We have requested them to discuss it in central committee and come up with a decision on how to go about it. If they can decide independently, they will come to the dialogue table. Various factions have started unifying and this is a positive sign and will expedite talks.

What is the mechanism under which they can participate in constitution writing? I canít tell you that.

But couldnít that be a stumbling block? The main task ahead is to write a constitution and build a new Nepal. They want a federal constitution where the rights of Madhesi people are guaranteed. We want the participation of all major political parties. We have promised the voice of Madhesi people will be heard. There is representation of Madhesi people in the CA, and they told me that they want to preserve their role in the election of the CA.

What now? We hope to hold another meeting very soon. All we need is an atmosphere of trust between the government and these groups. We believe releasing prisoners through due process. They assured me that violence and destruction would not solve anything, all they need is that the government is serious. They are not yet convinced because past agreements have not been implemented. They are right, but we have already started the process. Some of the past agreements arenít the purview of the government, only the CA can decide on them.

How important is PLA integration to the peace process? It is the backbone of the peace process. It is as important as the writing of the constitution and both are directly linked with the peace process. There are some vested interests that donít want integration and want to derail the process. It is that and hindering integration. This is a difficult issue, but not one that is intractable. One just needs to follow the clauses in the comprehensive peace accord.

Will the NC join the integration committee? The NC is just trying to get some practice being in opposition. We gave up the post of coordinator, even though logically it should go to the peace minister. The committee will start its business, and there are some in the NC who want the party to join the committee. But integration is not just about merging the two armies, we have to see it as a part of wider security sector reforms. We have to redefine our security strategy and terms of reference of the security agencies and their chain of command. The PLA is a guerilla army, and the national army needs guerilla capability. The Nepal Army has a long history of professionalism, but was also feudal. So we are talking about an integrated army that has the best of both.

There have been delays in setting up the commissions on disappearance and truth and reconciliation. The cabinet endorsed the draft law on setting up the disappearance commission on Wednesday, now we will start work on truth and reconciliation. Without finding out the truth there can be no reconciliation, and we are committed to this process. The commissions on civil service reform and land reform are also on the way.

Looks like there is serious disagreement within your party? Itís not as serious as reported in the media, there are issues that will be decided by the national executive meeting. Anyone expecting the party to split can dream on. Itís not going to happen.

Janardan Sharma, email
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Who’s in charge?
Thugs and threats rule in the new Nepal

Early this week, a group of masked men forcibly entered the distribution centre of Himal Khabarpatrika at Maitighar, terrorised the staff, stole their cellphones, vandalised the office, set fire to copies of the magazine and then nonchalantly departed. The attack was an affirmation of an investigative report in the magazine that criminal gangs are virtually ruling the country.

Lawlessness in Madhes has long been a matter of concern but the strangehold of illegal bands of militants over the capital is no less debilitating. Instances of abduction for ransom or random killings may be less frequent in Kathmandu but there is no mistaking the helplessness of the law enforcement agencies when almost all gangs operate as radical wings of the political parties.

Home Minister Bamdev Gautam, meanwhile, is too busy enforcing decency laws on massage parlours and dance bars to worry about the collapse of law and order, and Janardan Sharma, the Maoist Minister for Peace and Reconstruction, is basking in the glory of having informally engaged 15 armed groups creating mayhem in Madhes. He has neither the time nor the inclination to hold talks with the militant wing of his own party which is busy running a parallel government by intimidation.

Prime Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal lacks the moral authority to rein in groups that challenge the authority of the state. After all, he owes his political ascendancy to those who defied prevailing laws by force of arms under his direction. Welcome to the world of the post-insurgency, moral-legal vacuum, where brute force is the only law.

After months of delay, the Constituent Assembly has finally established the rules and procedures for writing the new constitution. The deadline of May 2010 will be meaningless without a political consensus, but with all the main parties creating or revitalising their own militant groups to fill the law enforcement vacuum, confrontation rather than cooperation appears more likely.

There may not be a stated plan to prolong the tenure of the assembly but every political party seems to be working towards that end. Since the citizenry is unlikely to acquiesce meekly to a deadline extension, uncertainty looms on the horizon even as insecurity spreads on the ground.

It’s easy to see that the cause of this lawlessness is the lack of governance. In the short term, the Maoists may feel that such a state is conducive to their rapid expansion. But it doesn’t take long for a situation to change. With the formation of the UML’s militant Youth Force, not to mention the armed groups in Madhes, the YCL’s hoodlums are finding the boot is now often on the other foot.

There is an urgent need to strengthen local administrations. With most VDC secretaries operating either from district headquarters or the nearest urban centre, space is left for extortionists masquerading as politicians or rights activists. The government has wavered for far too long over proposals to form ad hoc local government units.

The Maoists, UML and MJF should resist the temptation to overhaul the entire civil service. Fragile coalitions have no moral right to bind future governments to hastily introduced reforms. That said, there is nothing to stop the government from bringing in effective policing to deal with bandana-clad radicals in a way that local authorities deem fit.

The Maoist-led government’s inability to prevent the attack at Himal Khabarpatrika sends out a message that media is not able to exercise their freedom. Unless the Maoists plan to go back to war, they need to understand that maintaining a peaceful society is their primary responsibility.
No more reports

It’s time to start implementing those development plans

The hotels of Kathmandu are buzzing with consultations, their rooms filled with ‘parachute consultants’, and it’s difficult to get in and out of Kathmandu as flights are booked solid by report-hugging experts. Let’s face it, why would anyone turn down the chance to visit Nepal during a month when the mountains are visible from the city?

But we must hope all their efforts produce fruitful results and help Nepal achieve inclusive economic growth.

Recently, there have been new and innovative approaches taken to planning. For the first time we are seeing the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and Britain’s DFID working on a common strategy for their next three-year program. It would be good to see more organisations pursuing such joint strategies rather than duplicating their efforts.

Nepal has received billions of dollars in donor assistance in the past five decades, but when one looks around, introducing workshop-seminar-habits, paid junkets, cocktail receptions, report-generating and SUV driving habits, the impact vis-a-vis the costs has been minimal. One may sound cynical, but it is difficult to pinpoint 10 successful interventions that have really altered Nepal’s future.

One change that has occurred is that now Nepal produces a good number of development workers who find jobs both here and abroad. But should these highly talented and educated Nepalis have been sucked into a sector where they are led to believe they can earn $800-$1,000 per day?

A new trend is the embracing of development work as a career that has probably let many great people avoid the real world, where performance is measured by the accomplishment of set targets rather than by the number of pages written in a report.

While much debate is conducted and many column inches filled questioning the accountability of the state, little is known about the funds that come into the work that is done. If public companies are required to disclose their accounts to the public, why shouldn’t money that is given in the name of the Nepali public be accounted for too?

Nepal has a great pool of young people that can be trained to make those plans happen. Of course they have to be inspired by people other than those who are not bothered about implementation or who have already retired.

People involved in planning are often non-executives. There is a window of opportunity once again to make an impact and perhaps make amends for past bungling.

It’s time to start implementing those development plans.
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We’re family

Prachanda’s family
1. Samir Dahal (Under-secretary of PM’s office), son of Prachanda’s younger brother (Indian citizen)
2. Ganga Dahal (Officer of PM’s office), Prachanda’s younger daughter
3. Gangaram Dahal (un-appointed foreign relations officer), Prachanda’s own brother
4. Renu Pathak (CA member), Prachanda’s daughter
5. Arjun Pathak (Officer of CA), Prachanda’s son

Baburam’s relatives
1. Hisila Yami (Tourist Minister), Baburam’s wife
2. Tanmaya Pandey (PM’s advisor), Baburam’s nephew
3. Praya Yami (National Planning Commission), Hisila’s older sister
4. Timila Yami (Chairperson of Drinking Water Project), Hisila’s older sister
5. Chirki Shova (member of Kathmandu Drinking Water), Baburam’s older sister
6. Baburam’s younger brother (Tariff-fixing Committee), Head of Kathmandu Drinking water.

Gangs of anarchy

Regardless of how the parties try to give a political cover to the competition between the Maoist YCL and UMLs Youth Force, the conflict between these two political youth groups is basically to do with money. According to records at the Police headquarters, in a span of just three months there have been 30 clashes between Youth Force and YCL, with two Youth Force party workers and one YCL killed. In these incidents, eight have been left disabled and more than 78 have been injured. These young party workers are known to collect hefty commissions for dealing with the fixing of contracts and for recovering sums from agencies who dupe people in the name of foreign employment. The escual work these youth wings do is in fact not very different from what the Mandales did during the Panchayat era. A background check on the members of these groups shows that a substantial number of them have criminal records and a history of drug abuse.

Youth Force was first established to challenge the YCL. It also helped the UML to re-establish political influence in the districts. But the YF also started getting dragged to anything that involved money. And now the rest of the 16 youth wings in the country are following their footsteps. Leaders of the youth wings have strong support from the top brass of their parent parties so it is impossible for the police to take action against them, even when there is evidence. There have been extensive protests against the YCL, but the Maoists are reluctant to dismantle it because it is also an income source.

During the Nepalese war, the conflict was on two sides, the state and the Maoists. But since they joined the peace process, the conflict has become multifaceted. The fear now is that this fire could catch in on the regional and ethnic identity struggle that is brewing. Already, unorganised armed groups in the Tarai are campaigning to displace workers from the hills. The situation could get out of hand if groups like the Madhesi Party, Rakhya Dal and Madhesi Commando also join in. And we can’t guarantee that a similar situation will not occur in Limbuwan, or that the ethnic struggle of the Tharus will not take on a bigger form.

If the state and the political parties do not take timely measures to control and monitor these youth wings, they will become uncontrollable. These young groups have the power to invite war. If the situation gets out of hand, the parties are sure to suffer. The bigger worry is what will then happen to our country.

Press attack

Editorial, Nepal Samacharpatra, 19 November

The attacks on Himalmedia in the past weeks has shocked the media and civil society. The arson attack on the office is latest issue represents a direct threat to press freedom and the citizens rights to information. The attacks have also challenged the state’s security apparatus. For the past two and half years, Nepal Samacharpatra and other newspapers have been the target of attacks. The Editors’ Alliance, set up to defend press freedom, has been condemning these attacks in the strongest terms. The state must assure its citizens and the press that it is capable of ensuring security, and investigate the attack on Himalmedia.

Underground with Baburam Sir

Drift, 18 November

Barbaram’s family
1. Hisila Yami (Tourist Minister), Baburam’s wife
2. Tanmaya Pandey (PM’s advisor), Baburam’s nephew
3. Praya Yami (National Planning Commission), Hisila’s older sister
4. Timila Yami (Chairperson of Drinking Water Project), Hisila’s older sister
5. Chirki Shova (member of Kathmandu Drinking Water), Baburam’s older sister
6. Baburam’s younger brother (Tariff-fixing Committee), Head of Kathmandu Drinking Water.

Baburam Sir was first established to deal with the Maoist YCL and UMLs Youth Force, the conflict between these two political youth groups is basically to do with money.

Prime Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal at the BIMSTEC Convention: We destroyed countless bridges, telecommunication towers, buildings during the ten people war. That is why Nepal has lots of opportunities for investment.
Learning from South Africa

Nepali legislators must look to the experiences of other ‘new’ nations

"What do you expect from this visit to South Africa?” the organiser asked us. Everyone had a different answer, but one thing we all wanted was to meet Nelson Mandela, known throughout the world as a symbol for political freedom and equality. Sadly his ill health meant this was not possible, but we did visit the Apartheid Museum in Soweto, which told the story of his struggle against the racist regime.

We were 10 youth leaders from different political parties, including members of Constituent Assembly members. During the nine-day program in Pretoria and Johannesburg, we learned about the South African constitution writing process, the role of the political parties in establishing democracy, the part played by the constitution commission and political institutions in safeguarding the constitution, and the nature of the federal government structure.

We interacted with people who were directly involved in the writing of the new constitution, as well as researchers from academic institutions and experts who worked on the process and writing the constitution.

We also learnt from the ANC experience that although the success of political parties depends on leadership, their organizational management and ideology are equally important. The ANC’s 52nd convention passed a statute giving women 50 per cent of the positions within the party as well as in all levels of government. There was no provision for this in the constitution, but this statute ultimately ensured that women received equal representation.

As far as the integration of opposing combatants, the first important step was to build confidence between the two armies. In South Africa, they found it worked best if they looked at problems from the perspective of the other side or, as they put it, ‘analyse the situation, walk slowly but don’t change direction’.

Ultimately, the peace process in South Africa was not easy; not only were there extreme political differences, but as well as problems related to the historical distribution of wealth, the differences were also due to the fact that political parties are not a part of the government. The process must follow its own particular path.

Gagan Thapa is a NC member of the Constituent Assembly.

PATH TO PEACE: Gagan Thapa presents a Buddha figure recently in Johannesburg to South African general Roland de Vries, who played a key peace-building role in post-apartheid South Africa.

Constitution calendar

30 November - 15 December, 2008
Formation of 14 subject committees and nomination of vice chairman of the CA

16 December - 11 February, 2009
- Drawing up of action plans for each committee
- Civic education, training and orientation begins
- Opinion gathering from the public

12 February - 13 April, 2009
- Subject committees complete concept papers

14 April - 16 June, 2009
- Preliminary drafts from committees to be tabled in the CA

15 June - 16 September, 2009
- Draft constitution prepared, incorporating suggestions from the CA and subject committees, then tabled in the assembly

17 September - 30 September, 2009
- Final draft of the constitution to be published in the gazette for public comment
- Drawing up of action plans for responding to public feedback

1 October - 15 October, 2009
- Extensive discussion on draft constitution
- Public feedback to be gathered by CA members

16 December - 14 January, 2010
- Report on collected suggestions to be tabled at the assembly

15 January - 13 March, 2010
- The full CA to discuss the report
- Constitution bill to be tabled in the CA, incorporating feedback
- The bill to be discussed in the CA
- CA members to table amendments

14 March - 14 May, 2010
- After article by article discussion, all articles and sub-articles of the constitution to be finalised

5 May - 28 May, 2010
- Endorsement of a complete constitution with its preamble
- Signing off by the CA members
- The CA chair to authenticate the constitution
- New constitution to be handed over to the president in a formal ceremony, where he will announce its promulgation

Gift horses

A fleet of buses that India donated to transport CA members between Singh Darbar and the BICC are still not being used. Assembly members refuse to ride the 32-seater buses because they are unhappy about the conspicuously painted RSS graffiti from the Government of India on their sides. They believe that such a visible proof of foreign involvement will demean the constitution-drafting process. However, members at the secretariat claim that the inability of the government to provide facilities led them to ask India for help. Indian embassy officials say that the secretariat requested 50 buses, cars and jeeps. The buses were the first to be provided. One compromise: erase the Indian flag and the prominent sign.

"We can rock the CA session easily"

Basanti Jha, (TMLF)

When did you join politics? I was born in India. In 1971, women had no right to vote. Then, I thought of entering politics. I am also president of the Women Awareness Project. I became more actively involved in politics after the Madhes movement.

When do you think the process of constitution writing will start? There is no sign of the process starting soon. In over six months, we have not even thought of it. It has sent out a wrong message to the villages. We have not been able to elect a vice chair of the CA, let alone begin writing the constitution. This position is allocated for a woman and no party is showing any interest in it.

What are the issues of women to be met immediately? A single woman will get an allowance when she is 60. But I think she should be eligible to get the allowance when she becomes single. Many women are plagued by the dowry system. They are also illiterate. The state should pay attention to these problems first.

Which side are you on regarding party whips? Our own party whip is unacceptable to unrepresenting women’s rights. If the new constitution is written against the interests of women, women CA members will stand united. The 197 women members are enough to rock the CA session easily.

"We can rock the CA session easily"
Off the beaten trek

As Nepal’s main trekking areas get overcrowded, it’s time to open up new areas

The goddess of the east

If you have a wish, go to Pathibhara

SAGUN S LAWOTI in TAPLEJUNG

All it chance or a twist of fate, but a pilgrimage to the fabled Pathibhara Devi temple was the last thing on the mind of 31-year-old Dinesh Karki when he left his home in Kathmandu.

“I was on my way to Siliguri to board a train,” said Karki, sipping a cup of warm Tibetan tea at Suketar, Taplejung’s airfield. “Friends casually mentioned Pathibhara Devi during the stopover in Birtamod. I don’t know what made me do it, but I rescheduled my reservation and was off to Taplejung first thing in the morning.”

To knowing nods, local man Suresh Limbu suggested that perhaps the goddess was calling Karki from his urban home.

“Now, if you have any wish, you can lay it before Pathibhara,” Limbu added, explaining the strong faith shared by local people that the goddess fulfills people’s wishes.

For Karki, the trip had come out of the blue. But there are large numbers of the devout who take a vow to come back again and again when their wishes are realised. Dilli Acharya, one of the two temple priests, has little doubt that the shrine, nestled on a 3,780m mountain top is bestowed with celestial powers. He claims the Pathibhara temple lies on a site where Parbati prayed for Lord Shiva. The sunset views of Kangchenjunga and Jannu Himal (see picture) from the temple is one of ethereal beauty.

(Since Parvati’s prayers were answered, the same is reflected in the case of the devotees,) Acharya says.

Indeed there are many who return frequently to pay their respects to the goddess. Some come to show off their
This year’s autumn trekking season has been a bumper one, with tourist arrivals soaring to over 50,000 in October. Teahouses in the Khumbu and Annapurna regions are bursting at the seams. Even Langtang has seen thousands of tourists hitting the trails to Kyanjin Gompa and Gosainkunda.

More than 9,200 trekkers descended on Khumbu in October—the largest number in that month since the Sagarmatha National Park was established 20 years ago and counting began. The steep trail to Namche Bajar was congested with hikers, yaks and porters.

“I have never, ever seen the Everest region so busy,” said British trek leader Mike Truman.

Some are calling for a ceiling on the number of people on the Everest trail every season. The huge surge in the number of trekkers, and the extension of roads into the heart of the popular Annapurna trekking area, have led to growing calls for new hiking regions to be opened up to relieve the pressure on the most popular routes.

One proposal, backed by the Dutch group SNV and ICIMOD in Kathmandu is to create a Great Himalayan Trail along the entire length of Nepal, from near Kangchenjunga in the east to Api-Saipal in the far west, which could benefit 1.8 million people living in the mountains.

Australian tourism professional Robin Boustead has just tried out the first stretch, starting out from Suketar airfield in Taplejung and crossing nine high passes to get to Thame in Khumbu. During the entire trek that lasted more than a month, they saw just five other trekkers.

Boustead and trekking partner Bob Rosenbaum set out at the beginning of September. The first few weeks were marred by relentless rain and continual battles with leeches.

“Bob and I would spend the evenings picking leeches from each other,” Boustead said. “The villagers were unconditionally welcoming and so open-hearted, it was humbling.”

With their eight Nepali support crew, they fought their way through dense bamboo forests, raging rivers and across snowy passes with only a rather inaccurate map. “If someone gathered enough information on that area, it would be a great trek for everyone,” Boustead said. “It may not be as comfortable as the Everest region but it is certainly an adventure.”

While the tourist influx has brought welcome economic benefits to some, these remain very localised.

“The people in the areas outside the major trekking regions are still very poor, and the tourist business—if done in a sustainable manner—would certainly improve their lives,” said Sam Voolstra, a tourism adviser for SNV.

Boustead, who lost 14kg on the walk, intends to return in the spring to continue along the next section of the 1,500km trail.

Local Limbus know the site as Bung: Muktu meaning ‘powers’ and ‘tree’.

Little is known of the real origins of this long-venerated shrine, but according to local folklore, shepherds camping nearby were astonished when a flock of lambs disappeared into thin air. Their subsequent search proved fruitless. They later dreamt that they should make an animal sacrifice and after they had done so, the lambs reappeared.

“Since the people had literally lost all knowledge of the sacred site, this was the goddess’s way of reacquainting the people with it,” said Acharya, who lives at the site even throughout the harsh winter cold. “That act was her calling.”

Taplejung is accessible by road via Ilam, or by direct flights to Suketar from Kathmandu or Biratnagar. From there Pathibhara is a three day roundtrip with easy walking.
Towards a

It’s free, it’s in Nepali, and it could save you a packet

“The concept of FOSS lies in freedom of usage, modification and sharing,” says Bal Krishna Bal of Madan Puraskar Pustakalaya (MPP), which is trying to promote the programs and its Nepal language operating system. FOSS is computer software a user can download for free, use in any way and even modify. Among the most popular examples of FOSS are the Mozilla Firefox web browser and the OpenOffice.org office suite which offers a free alternative to Microsoft’s Windows software. Original, proprietary software, like that of Windows or Adobe, can cost several hundred dollars. But they can be legally used once only by one customer and cannot be modified.

“Unlike FOSS, the rights of the software are restricted to the company and the user is bound to comply with their policies,” says Subir Pradhananga, President of FOSS Nepal.

Regardless of its cost and technical limitations, proprietary
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For Rabi Karmacharya of Open Learning Nepal, the battle of the operating systems is intensifying in Nepal. It looks like free, open source software like Linux are emerging as a viable alternative to commercial software. People usually are only too happy to grab anything labelled “free”, but free and open source software (FOSS) was finding it difficult to make much headway against the commercial giants. Ironically, it was the fact that pirated Windows operating systems are cheap and sometimes come free with the hardware that made it difficult for FOSS to have a following.

“People are only too happy to grab anything labelled “free”, but free and open source software (FOSS) was finding it difficult to make much headway against the commercial giants. Ironically, it was the fact that pirated Windows operating systems are cheap and sometimes come free with the hardware that made it difficult for FOSS to have a following.”
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PAAVAN MATHHEMA

“A s the morning bell rings, uniformed students of the Biswamitra Ganesh Secondary School line up in the playground and sing Nepal’s stirring new national anthem.

Students of grade two and six walk to their classrooms and turn on their little green laptops. The school has been selected to test how computers can be integrated into daily teachings. The benefits match the expenses, then I am confident that we can find the means to continue,” he says.

The American Internet guru and founder of One-laptop-per-child Nicolas Negroponte launched the idea that children from developing countries should be trained to provide computer-based exercises. Although it now costs $195, cheap computers for children in the developing world have been tried elsewhere, but this is the first time a project includes specially developed teaching materials too. So far, materials for English and Math have been developed. Soon, some for Nepal will follow.

It’s still too early to say how the laptops will affect learning capabilities and the teaching of the 135 students at the Biswamitra Ganesh School who got their computers in April. Next month, the Ministry of Education will decide if it wants to continue a larger pilot project. The findings from Nepal will feed into projects in other countries.

“Unlike FOSS, the rights of the software are restricted to the company and the user is bound to comply with their policies,” says Subir Pradhananga, President of FOSS Nepal. Regardless of its cost and technical limitations, proprietary
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“Unlike FOSS, the rights of the software are restricted to the company and the user is bound to comply with their policies,” says Subir Pradhananga, President of FOSS Nepal.

Regardless of its cost and technical limitations, proprietary
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software is used virtually everywhere in the world. Even in Nepal, the pirated versions of proprietary software make up 90 per cent of all software used. Pradhana says there is a FOSS alternative to almost all commercial software. “What is lacking is awareness,” he says.

Now, Foss Nepal with MPP, Help Nepal Network and other cyberactivists are trying to change all that with public programs and recruitment of young software engineers into the movement. Nepal is at the forefront among South Asian countries in promoting FOSS, especially in developing localized software. In 2005, NepaLinux—an operating system in the Nepali language—was launched and is now available in four versions. The arrival of NepaLinux meant that using a computer was no longer limited to English speakers.

Several rural schools are now using FOSS, and enthusiasts have been lobbying for the government to include it in the country’s IT policies and in the national education curriculum. The switch to FOSS is not difficult as many free applications are Windows compatible, and it is also possible to install a dual-booting system on a computer.

What makes FOSS unique is the easy availability of its source code, which allows IT-savvy operators around the world to modify and improve the software. FOSS users and developers share ideas, problems and solutions in the quest to make the free software more useful and easier to operate. And the other great advantage is the low risk from computer viruses.

See also:
‘Ayo Nepali’, #129
‘Fantastic Nepali’, #165
‘NepaLinux’, #231
‘Not doing too badly in IT outsourcing’, #291
‘Dailekh bridges the digital divide’, #360
‘Instead of one laptop per child...’, #361

Networked cabinet

It is Thursday and another cabinet meeting is about to commence at Singha Durbar. The ministers are comfortably seated waiting for Prime Minister Dahal to show up. But unlike in the past, there aren’t sheafs of papers and files on the table. Instead, each minister has a slick notebook computer, and some are busy typing in notes and others are reviewing the agenda for the Thursday meeting.

All 23 ministers now sport sleek laptops, though it is not clear how many know how to type or use the computers. The ministers can view their daily program schedules and the meeting agenda with their laptops, says IT engineer Arjun Adhikari, who networked the system. The ministers can even post their opinions or amendments on the discussions. They can access legislation, and are networked to each other.

The ministers have been enthusiastically using them even though none of them were trained in using the computers, says Jagdish Regmi at the cabinet secretariat. There is a support team of three computer experts who can help the ministers out if they get stuck.

And it’s strictly business in the cabinet meeting: there is no room for a quick game of solitaire or a chat with a daughter in Australia. To help the ministers concentrate on running the country, no games or internet have been installed.

IS YOUR COLD CREAM MAKING EVERYTHING STICK TO YOUR FACE?

Moisturise your skin with natural rose extracts.

Say goodbye to stickiness.

Nothing sticks to a rose. Which is why news Dabur gulabari: Moisturising Cold Cream is made with natural rose extracts.

You’ll love the difference!

It works in 3 ways:
• Maintains Moisture Balance. Rose oil and glycerin help maintain skin hydration balance giving it a soft and supple feel without leaving it oily.
• Protects Skin. Provitamin B5 helps protect your skin against skin damaging elements, leaving it soft and untouched.
• Gives A Radiant Glow. Natural rose extracts help remove dryness and dullness giving your skin a rose like radiance.

Now even in the harshest of winters, you’ll be at your radiant best.
Maina's story

A powerful new feature film relates the true story of Maina Sunar

REVIEW by DEWAN RAI

Maina is not the usual formulaic, made-in-Nepal, replica Bollywood nonsense. It is a spirited portrayal of a time when this country was at war.

Director K P Pathak reminds us of the terror that ordinary families caught in between the soldiers and the guerrillas as experienced every day during the war. He sheds light on an issue that deserves far more prominence in contemporary Nepali debate—that of abuse by the state of its own citizens.

Maina Sunar's case got attention because of the struggle that one woman, Maina's mother Debi, launched to find out what had happened to her daughter. Her single-handed fight for justice when she found out Maina had been tortured and murdered got full media attention.

Ironically, Maina was murdered in Pandekha—where the Nepali Army's UN peacekeepers are trained. Those who were responsible for Maina's torture and murder are known by name, yet have never stood trial.

There are more than 1,200 documented cases of disappearances by the state and the insurgents. There are many more which were never reported. At a time when the peace process is moving forward, one may argue that this is a time for reconciliation, to let bygones be bygones.

But Maina's story is painful detail that the war is never over for the relatives of the victims—especially the disappeared and the wounded. For closure they need the truth about what happened to their relatives, they need compensation and they need justice.

Pathak's film is gritty in its cinematography, portraying the stark reality of rural Nepal in a time of war. There is no attempt to glamourise the violence or sensationalise the action, and one smells the fear of the protagonists as the camera moves from minute to minute to expose state brutality and reveal the hatred and heartbreak of insurgents.

It goes further in urging the government to set up the mechanisms to ensure that the poor get justice and individuals' rights are protected. The director has presented the story as a straightforward re-telling of what happened, from the perspective of the victim's family and without resorting to the over-the-top dramatics—as usually happens with feature films. Pathak doesn't fall into the trap of being propagandistic or preachy, which is why his message against impunity and for accountability has credibility and power.

Minister for Information Krishna Bahadur Mahara was chief guest at a special screening of Maina at Kumari Cinema recently (the prime minister was invited but didn't show up). Many in the audience, which included Debi, could be seen wiping away tears. Perhaps the movie will help Mahara and others in government to think: we overthrew the monarchy but has the condition of ordinary Nepalis changed for the better? Are the relatives of the victims ever going to see justice?

The film is also a tribute to Debi Sunar and many mothers like her as well as human rights activists who displayed extraordinary courage to take on the state and the rebels to expose the abuse. Although it might not play well at the box office, this film will help to earn Pathak kudos among Nepalis and within the Nepali film industry.

PathaK's film is gritty in its cinematography, portraying the stark reality of rural Nepal in a time of war. There is no attempt to glamourise the violence or sensationalise the action, and one smells the fear of the protagonists as the camera moves from minute to minute to expose state brutality and reveal the hatred and heartbreak of insurgents.

It goes further in urging the government to set up the mechanisms to ensure that the poor get justice and individuals' rights are protected. The director has presented the story as a straightforward re-telling of what happened, from the perspective of the victim’s family and without resorting to the over-the-top dramatics—as usually happens with feature films. Pathak doesn’t fall into the trap of being propagandistic or preachy, which is why his message against impunity and for accountability has credibility and power.

Minister for Information Krishna Bahadur Mahara was chief guest at a special screening of Maina at Kumari Cinema recently (the prime minister was invited but didn’t show up). Many in the audience, which included Debi, could be seen wiping away tears. Perhaps the movie will help Mahara and others in government to think: we overthrew the monarchy but has the condition of ordinary Nepalis changed for the better? Are the relatives of the victims ever going to see justice?

The film is also a tribute to Debi Sunar and many mothers like her as well as human rights activists who displayed extraordinary courage to take on the state and the rebels to expose the abuse. Although it might not play well at the box office, this film will help to earn Pathak kudos among Nepalis and within the Nepali film industry.

(last seen: the moment in the film in which soldiers drag away Maina from her home. Director K P Pathak (below) on location in Dhading, where he recreated Maina’s home in Sindhupalchok.)

Opening doors for Nepali art in London

When Sangeeta Thapa organized the exhibition ‘Khulla Dhoaka’ in March 2006, Nepal’s future looked bleak.

The war was at its peak, 50 Nepalis were being killed every week, Pro-democracy protests were gathering strength on the streets. Yet, the exhibition in a symbolic gesture tried to show that there was hope, that doors (and minds) needed to be opened.

As it turned out, by April that year the war was over for the relatives of the victims. Nepal’s future suddenly looked bright again.

Thapa has now taken the exhibition to London as part of an effort to raise money for a proposed Kathmandu Arts Centre, a vibrant world-class centre to support the creativity of future Nepali artists. Khulla Dhoaka 2 was opened in London on 28 October and ended on 14 November.

“The absence of quality museums, experimental spaces and studios has hindered the development of contemporary expression and it is to make up for this loss that we are trying to set up the Kathmandu Arts Centre,” Thapa told Nepali Times.

The exhibition in London had works by 11 prominent Nepali artists (Duara Baral, Sojan Chhitrakar, Kiran Manandhar, Manoj Bahu Mishra, Ashmina Ranjit, Seema Shah, Shahi Shah, Uma Shankar Shah, Roniko Shrestha, Sunil Sigdel and Ragini Upadhyay Girala) and international artists, including Catherine Goodman, Maggi Hambling, Patrick Hughes, Tim Hyman and Richard Long. All 108 artists donated work which were for sale at £15 to £50,000.

The Duchess of Cornwall, Camilla Parker Bowles, also lead a fundraising dog walk at London’s Green Park on 8 November to raise money for the Kathmandu Arts Centre as well as the Kathmandu Animal Treatment (KAT) that rescues street dogs. The dogs were all garlanded as if on Kukur Tihar.

www.kathmanduarts.org
One day in February 2003 I left my daughter Maina at home to visit my mother. My sister Rina Rasaili had earlier been abducted by soldiers, raped and killed.

I could never imagine that a similar fate awaited my daughter. I didn’t see her being handcuffed and dragged out of the house. My husband and sister don’t want to talk about it because they say their hearts still tremble when they remember the horror.

Director K P Pathak has made a feature film about my daughter’s murder, called Maina, which premiered on 10 November. During the scenes when Maina’s character is tortured by electrocution and her head pushed under a water drum, I covered my head and wept.

The tears I shed were also tears of happiness. That a movie about Maina was finally made represented a result of my long struggle. If I had just grieved no one would have known me, nor Maina. It was because of my struggle that the army which was saying “We didn’t do it” was finally forced to say “Yes, we did it.” Human rights activists and journalists played an important part in this struggle. However, the journey hasn’t ended yet, it won’t end until the murderers are punished.

In 2003 I attended a reception by the OHCHR’s Louise Arbour at the Himalaya Hotel. She had arranged for me to meet the army chief, Pyarjung Thapa. Someone pointed him out to me, and I walked to his side: “Namaste, sir. I am lucky to be able to meet someone like you,” I said.” Why?” he asked.

“It is rare for a victim of violence like me to have the opportunity to meet someone like you.”

“I am Maina Sunar’s mother. My daughter has disappeared since February 2003. I want to know where my daughter is, if she was detained. If so, why.”

I didn’t have a phone so human rights activist Mandira Sharma gave him her number.

It was after this that the army admitted through the media that Maina was killed in the barracks. It named Col Babi Khatri, Lt Col Amit Pun and Sunil Adhkari and Capt Niranjan as having taken part in Maina’s torture and murder. The army said it had frozen their promotion and detained them for a few months.

The army also promised compensation, but I didn’t go to the Kabhre district office because my struggle was not for money. I wanted to take the guilty to court to have them tried and then awarded damages.

I had thought that I would get justice when the Maoists came to power. But now I see that they are too busy with their own vested interests. No Maoist leader or cadre has ever spoken to me after they got into government. I don’t understand how they could just forget about the victims of the conflict so soon.

Not just the Maoists, many human rights activists and journalists have also taken advantage of my tragedy. They take hours and hours of footage of me and then they sell my suffering. I hear the Maoists are even planning to release an album named after Maina. K P Pathak’s film exposes these things.

I am poor, but I want to immortalise Maina by setting up the Maina Child Development Committee and an orphanage in my daughter’s name. And I am glad to note that K P Pathak has pledged a part of the earnings from charity shows of his film in Kabhre to Maina’s cause.
**ABOUT TOWN**

- **EXHIBITIONS**
  - Nepal Paintings: A story of transition, 22 November, Hyatt regency, 3PM
  - Himal Southasian magazine presents a cartoon exhibition The Pea under the Mattress: An Abu Retrospective and cartoons in Tiring Times: The Best of Nepali Satire, till 22 November, 9AM-7PM, Yala Maya Kendra (Free Entry), 5552141
  - Divinity of the common life, an exhibition of paintings and photos by Karl Kropp, Nayantara Kakshapati and Terenz Norbu Gurung at Nepal Art Council till 30 November. 4218484

- **EVENTS**
  - Kathmandu International Theater Festival 2008, Gurukul, 11-27 November. 4469565
  - *Funeral*, a movie by Subarna Thapa, 21 November, 7PM, Maiti Nepal, Freaky Floor
  - Paleti with Pratap Subba, 28 November, 5.30 PM, nepalaya ärí salè, 855-4412468
  - AIKON Christmas Bazaar, 6 December at the Hyatt Regency, 10AM-4.30 PM

- **MUSIC**
  - Sunday Live Music on 23 November, Lazimpat Gallery Cafè, 4PM-9PM
  - Tuesday Meeting at Jazzabell Cafè. Happy hour 6-8PM, 2114075
  - 74 Twister playing live every Tuesday at Moksh, Pulchowk, Lounge, 8841335223
  - Robin and the New Revolution playing live every Tuesday, 7.10 PM onwards at Bamboo Club restaurant, Thamel. 4701578
  - Some like it hot every Friday BBQ and live music by Dinesh Rai and the Sound Mix, 7PM onwards, 889 at Fusion, Dwarkais Hotel. 447948B
  - Happy cocktail hour 5-7PM, Ladies night on Wednesday with live unplugged music at Jalsa Cafè & Bar
  - Live Sensation, live performance by Yankey, every Saturday, 9PM, Hyatt Regency. 4491234
  - Dance and Cocktails at Cub Bar, Kamalad, 4438017
  - Fusion and Loosa Band every Friday night, Bhumi Resto Lounge, Lazimpat. 4412193
  - Rudra night fusion and classical Nepali music by Shyam Nepali and friends, every Friday, 7PM at Le Meriden,Gokarna. 4451212
  - Sufi music by Hemanta Rana, every Friday at 7.30 PM at Dhaba Restaurant and Bar, Thapathali.
  - Fusion and Classical Music by Anil Shahi every Wednesday, rock with Rashmi Singh every Friday, Sufi & Raga with Hemant Rana every Saturday, 8 PM onwards, Absolute Bar, 5521408
  - Siracusa presents a cartoon exhibition “The Garden of Dreams, operated by NGAMINDRA DAHAL. Call 4442220 for show timings at Jai Nepal

- **DINING**
  - Thanksgiving Celebration, 27-29 November, K-Too! Beer & Steakhouse, Thamel. 4700043
  - Thanksgiving dinner, 27-29 November, Khirvis Restaurant, 4250440
  - Coffee & Chocolate at the Lounge in Hyatt Regency. 4:30-6:30 PM. 4491234
  - Take away at At Restaurant from Bluebird Food Court and Welcome Food Plaza at Bakhundole, Sanepa. 5549331
  - Salmon Delicacies at the Rox Restaurant from 7PM onwards, Hyatt Regency. 4489361
  - Organic Salad Bar and Steak at Jalal Jalan restaurant every Friday from 6PM. 49932
  - Fusion of Marcela Reganis new menu and Mannies new bar at Dhokhama Cafe. 5521213
  - Pint Do Jour at Hotel Shangri-la, Kathmandu, Rs 600. 4412699
  - Pizza & Pasta every Monday and Tuesday at Rox Restaurant. Hyatt Regency. 4489363
  - Pasta pesta passion at La Dolce Vita, Thamel. 4700812
  - Steak special with free Irish coffee at K-Too! Beer & Steakhouse, Thamel. 4700043
  - Continental and cafe item with Live band every Friday at Vintage Cafe and Pub, Woodland Complex, Durbar Marg.
  - Unlimited wine offer for Rs 990 at La La Maison wine and cigar lounge. 884133523
  - Home made pasta at Alfresco, Soaltee Crowne Plaza. 4279999
  - Reality Bites, The Kaiser Cafè, Garden of Dreams, operated by Cheekails Group of Hotels. 9AM-10PM, 4452341
  - Steak escape with Kathmandus premier steaks at the Olive Bar and Bistro, Hotel Radisson. 4418118
  - Cocktails, mocktails and liqueurs at the Ashiy Lounge, opening hours 1-10PM, above Himalayan Java, Thamel
  - Retro Brunh Barbque with live acoustic music by Sound Chemistry, every Saturday, 12-3PM at LeMeridien-Kathmandu, Gokarna. 4451212
  - Starry night barbecue at Hotel Shangri-la with Live/performance by Ciney Gurung. Rs 666, at the Shamala Garden, every Friday, 7PM onwards. 4412895
  - Katobas and curries at the Dhaba, Thapathali. 8841290619
  - Ily Expression Coffe at Hotel Shangria, Lazimpat and Mandal Hotel, Thamel.
  - Socially Responsible coffee at Himalayan Java, Thamel

For inclusion in the listing send information to editors@nepalitimes.com

---

**YUVVAAN** is a musical story of a fragmented family of three brothers Devan Yuvvraaj (Salman Khan), Gyanesh (Anil Kapoor) and Danny (Zayed Khan) who battle among themselves to inherit their father’s wealth. Devan Yuvvraaj is a struggling singer who signs an agreement with his girlfriend Anushka (Kajol) to be a billionaire in 40 days. In order to acquire this wealth, he has to face his two estranged brothers who he meets after 12 years. On meeting them, he realises that they are two individuals who are complete opposite of each other, which makes the task all the more difficult.

Call 444220 for show timings at Jal Nepal www.jalnepal.com

---

**University of Wallingong**

**Meel Anji Phillips**

*International Coordinaton*

**on 27 November '08**

**PAC Asia Office**

**from 11.00 AM - 5.00 PM**

**www.pacmanasia.com**

---

**Floors for Living**

**Joshi Trading Pvt. Ltd.**

**Pashupati, Kathmandu**

Tel: 4229515, 5841336911

Email: joshi-trading@rediff.com

---

**DIANE FURNITURE**

**Pusa Chok, Thapathali, Kathmandu**

Tel: 4286901, 4286929

---

**EVEREST INTERNATIONAL**

**Tents, Tarpaulins and Canopies**

**Thapathali, Kathmandu**

Tel: 4222662, 4222663
DEEPENDRA BAJRACHARYA

HI, BYE: Suresh Chalise speaks at a farewell reception at the Nepal Centre in New York on Wednesday after he was recalled by the Maoist-led government as Nepal’s ambassador to the United States barely a year after he was appointed.

BOY KING: Urgyen Jigme Rabzol Dawa recognised as a reincarnation of Tulku Urgyen Rinpoche, founder of the centre for religious learning, after his enthronement ceremony on Wednesday at the Shedrub Ling Monastery.

LARGER THAN LIFE: Former president of India, Abdul Kalam, gives a lecture at the Soaltee Crowne Plaza to a gathering of dignitaries and diplomats on Monday.
A house for Comrade Biswas

In all this high drama one thing the Maoahdies seem to have forgotten about is the 40-point demand that they presented to PM Deuba way back in February 1996. They handed in the laundry list and without even waiting for a reply while Deuba was away in Delhi, launched their janajudha which ended up costing 15,000 Nepali lives over the next ten years.

The same comrades are now in government heading key ministries and don’t seem to want to be reminded about the 40 demands. Among other things, they wanted to scrap the 1950 treaty, ban Hindi movies, stop Gurkha recruitment, impose work permits for foreign workers, etc etc. The end monopolistic capitalism in the banking sector, etc etc. The party that went to war to scrap the 40-point demand that they launched their janajudha is now ready to sign away Pancheswor.

The Tanakpur treaty is now ready to be signed away. The same comrades are now in government heading key ministries and don’t seem to want to be reminded about the 40 demands. Among other things, they wanted to scrap the 1950 treaty, ban Hindi movies, stop Gurkha recruitment, impose work permits for foreign workers, etc etc. The end monopolistic capitalism in the banking sector, etc etc. The party that went to war to scrap the 40-point demand that they launched their janajudha is now ready to sign away Pancheswor. So what was the war for?

During the war you could be killed for selling moonshine. Gamblers were executed. Now that they are in power, the Maoists have got their revolutionary trade union to put pressure on the home minister to lift the ban on Nepalis gambling in the nation’s casinos. Not that it was legal to begin with.

The ban ever stopped us from even sneaking in pretending to be Indians, but a revolutionary government that has bravely imposed a curfew in Thamel’s night clubs, banned smoking in public places, evicted sidewalk vendors, plans to tear down all royal statues, and has licensed booze shops is now about to allow Nepalis to legally play Russian Roulette.

It is getting more and more difficult to say whether Comrade Dumb Dev is a chance Malé or Ma Xi. Even though the man lost the election, the UML put him on the FR list and then made him a minister. But our Homly Minister is so beholden to the baddies for having pulled strings to make him minister that his public pronouncements of late make him sound like he is a spokesman for Awesome. The other day he said: so what if Pasang becomes commander in chief? If a guerrilla chief can be prime minister, Comrade Nanda Kishore can be COAS. Fair enough. But then at Bharatpur airport the other day he said he saw nothing wrong with the government using tax payer’s money to compensate people whose property had been confiscated by the Maoists. Come again? You stole from me and then you reach into my wallet to pay me back?

Kudos to the Maoist-appointed head of the National Planning Commission for having put his foot down on inducing various relatives and cronies of Maoist ministers as new members of the NPC. PKD seems to have realised his boys had gone too far and rescinded the order. Also, other nominees in parastatals and corporations like Water and Sewage, NIC, NAC and NOC don’t seem to have the cojones to stand up to their baddie benefactors and are busy turning their new fiefdoms into employment agencies for cash. The only thing we can say for the Maoists is that all this is nothing new: the UML and NC have the cojones to stand up to the baddies for their baddie benefactors and are beholden to the baddies for tax payer’s money to compensate people whose property had been confiscated by the Maoists. Come again? You stole from me and then you reach into my wallet to pay me back?

Before he left for Caracas, Gajurel Sir set some cats out of the bag. ‘Prachanda’ was originally supposed to be Ais Nom de guerre and PKD’s war name was actually Comrade Biswas. But Lotus Flower thought ‘Biswas’ didn’t have that certain zing and decided to call himself ‘Prachanda’ and told Gajure that henceforth he would be called ‘Gaurab’. Gajurel has never forgiven Comrade Terrific for taking away his name.

So Chitwan has declared itself a band-free zone. Shame on the capital for not being able to do it also, and letting YF hoodlums compete with YCL goons to bring the capital to a halt even though their mother parties are both in government. Not even the embarrassment of ex-prez Abdul Kamal getting stuck for two hours on the Amiklo Highway by accident victims blocking the road has woken up a government that is pretending to sleep.